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Thisinventi'onis directed; to anovel toupee 
and to a simpli?ed method of :making suchtoupee. 
Hithertothe entire scalp was covered by a toupee 
eventhough partly bald. This type of toupee was 
quite, expensive and required an inside adhe 
'sive strip over wide areas. Moreover theold type 
of .toup'ee employed: .a' cloth mesh which not i only 
extended tunsightly beyond the hair line but also 
required 5adhesive to hold it in place. . The inven-‘ 
tion has: for its primary object to providea frag 
mentaryztoupee complementary ‘to the head of 
hair for! effectively covering the bald area only: 
Ano'ther. iobject resides in the : provision‘ I of a 
toupeeiof the character referred to which maybe 
quickly'and easily applied to cover the-‘bald area 
only, which is more economicalwto‘ produce ‘as 
the ‘ entirei scalp need not-‘be covered; which‘? is 
neater ' in‘ appearance,’ which. stays ‘set and ' which 
has :"no anterior: part extending beyond the hair 
line.-. Another? ‘important'jobject resides inllan 
economical method 'ofi'v'fo‘rming a‘ toupee ‘com 
plementary to the head of-I hair to‘conform to 
the icontourvof 'the'bald area of. the'scalp. ‘Other 
important ‘aspects-‘advantages and ‘features of 
the invention will appear from the following 'de 
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tailed description taken with the: accompanying 
drawings wherein:v ~ . I - _- . _ . 

Fig; 1 shows a thin s‘heet'of plastic out of‘ which 
the toupee- is formed in-‘accordance with-my in'-' 
vention.-'" ‘» ~ ' 

*Fig. 2V'is a ‘plan view of a head of a person 
having aiportionvthereof bald. - ' 

' -Fig.¥3-'is a view similar to Fig.-2 but with pencil 
oif-crayon marking thereon to outline‘the bald 
area on“ which is adhesively secured strips of 

Fig. 4 is a front elevational view of Fig. 3 but 
illustrating the head covered with ‘a soft’ molding 
clay or Lhydrocolloid composition for obtaining an 
exact impression of the head, namely; a negative 
offthehea'd ormatrix. ‘ ' ’ ' ‘ 

‘_ Fig.‘ {is a'cross,§s'ectional view of the negative 
formed-lin'Fig. 4 ‘together with the plaster of 
Paris complementary positive. a, _v I 

Fig. dis a 'front view of" the positive._ ’ 
wis‘ plan view of the positive along the 

line 15-1591" Fig.6 illustratingkthestrip receiving__ 
bosses-?rms... . . ,1 ~ =Y 

-_ 4Fig_._.8-is‘ a cross sectional view oftheépositive». 
on; theline 8—8 of Fig. 9 wherein the periphery 
o?_.-the' .bald zone or area 'has been indented ‘or 
grooved. ' .' :..' . 2 ' 

Y. Fig.9 is a plan'view on the line 9-4 of Fig. 8. 
.;.c1‘.‘igi.10. shows the;sheets'ot plastic'of Fig. '11 
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phragr'n orhair carrier. ' l 1 

interposed and processed between the positiveof 
Fig.‘ 8 and the companion negative of Fig. 5.. ~ Fig. 11‘ is a planview-of the template or ?dia- 

phragm cut-‘from the processed plastic sheet after 
' removal from the negative and positive shown in 

“Fig... 1215a cross sectional viewion the'li'ne 
l2-1-'l2--'of~Fig.-l1. . . 

> » ‘ i ‘r - Fig.1 13: is-a lfront elevational view-of thev dia-' 

phragm or mask shown in 11', however, partly 
broken away. '- ' ' ' ' ' 

a Fig. 14' illustrates 

foraminated. Iv . 1 - -' 

‘ Fig. 15 is 'a' longitudinal sectional view of Fig. 
11 illustrating the‘ posterior'boss'es of-the' dia 

the diaphragm of Fig; 11 

V Fig.1 16' is a‘ view similar to Fig. 151b1it showing 
adhesive strips con?ned'in-the posteriorbosses; 

, ‘ Fig; "17»"iS‘ a? plan ‘view of the diaphragm 'orhair 
carrieradhesively secured» to the bald section ‘of 
ahead of hair and ?xedly carrying :hair' match 

ing the headofhairuf'" ‘ '1'? - i‘ Fig. 18 is a view ‘similar'toilFig. 16 but-.witliv 

suction cups arranged within the bosses; l= ‘ " > 

‘ Fig. '19 ‘is an enlarged ‘fragmentary view of Fig. 

Fig. 20 is a" front and partly-sectional-view-of 
aidiaphragmlorvmask according to the‘ invention? 
but vcarriyinga conventional-and full toup'een -' ' 
1 Referring to the drawings and more" particul 
larly to Fig.‘ 23, the head Hi'shown is partly bald. 
According; to.‘ the herein method, an-youtline in 
pencilv'or crayon is. ?rst made on the sca1p,-con-' 
forming to the bald area BA to‘ be‘co'ver'ed by 
the toupee". Thereafter spaced adhesive strips I] 
and the elongated adhesive stripv l2 are secured 
onto the bald area as shown in Fig. 3. RSubseQ 
quently: the head is covered with a soft molding‘ 
clayorxhydrocolloid composition v'for desirably 
casting an impression of’ the I’top of the~head. 
Thisi'cast hardens and may be ‘quickly removed‘ 
from thehead. This cast'may‘be-consideredasj 
a matrix ornegative N of the head H. - 

. vUtilizingv negative N, a vcomplementary‘positive 
P. is cast from plaster of Paris (Fig. 5) and'when 
removed-from the negative embodies spaced‘ 
bosses l3’ and'the upstanding rib I4, conforming 
respectively to the‘ spaced strips II and the 
elongatedv strip‘ l2 ‘and’ except ‘for both of the 
latter-,wthe positive cast P' (Fig. 6) identically 
follows ‘and-conforms to the contour of the top 
of the head shownin Fig. 12 and especially em‘_-'v 
bodies the clear outline [0 of the bald area‘ BA? 
aszthepencil markings l?'of Fig. 3 are impressed 
onvnegative N and ‘by the latter on the positive P 
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(Figs. 6 and 7). The outline in is now indented 
or kerfed at l5 (Figs. 8 and 9-) to provide a beveled 
margin about the periphery of the bald zone area. 
The positive of the head H as processed is em 
ployed with its complementary negative cast N‘ 
(Fig. 10) to shape the thin sheet of plastic S 
(Fig. 1). However prior to insertion of sheet S 
between the positive and negative, it is preheated 
for softening and “after insertion-between the 
positive '{andnne’gativeji adequate “pressure is .ap 
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plied in an‘ appropriate ‘press (not'shown) for a ' 
suitable time, thus conforming the sheet to the 
contour of the bald area and to embody the spaced 
upstanding hollow bosses H, the upstanding reel‘ 

' inforcing and hollow rib I9 and the, peripheral, 
or marginal indentation I8 (Fig. 10). ~The sh'eetf 
S is softened almost to a fluid state ,andwhen; 
placed under pressure between the positive and 

4 
of construction and arrangement of parts without 
departing from the spirit of the invention or sac 
ri?cing any of the advantages thereof inherent 
therein. 

I claim: 
1. A toupee for covering the bald area of a 

head of hair, comprising; a relatively thin, rela 
tively rigid and resilient arcuate membrane con 
forming. in, 5.11351’? to Said 3116?’ 01.1.15.’ 2i-I}.d..c°mp1e' 
mentary' to saidfhead offha‘ir, hair; secured to 
said ‘membrane ‘for covering the upper‘ surface 
thereof, and adhesive strips carried by the under 

'" “surface of said membrane ‘for gripping said bald 
area; 

2,. A toupee for coveringthe bald area only of 
‘ ‘5 ia‘lhead oflh‘air', comprising; a relatively thin but 

negative (Fig. 10), the plastic material flows into Y T 
grooves I5 to form indentation l8. , 

, .Sheet S after processing-is removedfrom'the 
negative and positive and the diaphragm or hair 
carrier Tis cut therefrom to include the periph 
eral depending downwardly and outwardly slop 
ing margin or lip '20. -.Diaphragm ormaskT is 
a relatively thin arcuate member, ?exible and 
resilient and follows .identicallyzthe contour of 
the bald area. Within the recesses.:-l.8.'-.de?ned 

- byspaced bosses. I] adhesive strips 2|‘iare se 
cured and within the elongated grooves 22 of 
rib l9, adhesive strip 23 is retained. Strips 2| - 
and. 23have their adhesivecoatings. facing down 
wardly for ?rmly gripping the scalp. after the 
arcuate diaphragm or membrane T is properly 
positionedon the bald zone. By such actionthe 
beveled margins or peripheral lip 20 ?rmly bear 
into the scalp and form, a close and ?ne ?t with 
the hair line. Diaphragm or carrier .T after 
processing-has effectively secured theretojsuitable 
hair HR .(Fig. _17). matching the vnaturalhairNH, 
thus ,forming _ a fragmentary .toupeeyor hair 
carrying mask complementary to .the remaining 
part of the natural head ofhair. . . . ' - 

In accordance with the preferred embodiment 
ofthe, present invention, the toupee masks only 
the uncovered hair area of the scalp andis not 
?imsyand need, not be delicately handled. Once 
it is securedjto the head. it remains in a-setposi 
tionby reasonof the adhesive_strips.:,-In addi-v 
tion since the bald area ;on1y;need be. covered 
appreciable savingsin'v cost vtake place; . _ 

.In the form illustrated in Fig. 14, the mem 
brane T is. along the. lines ‘of Fig. 15. and :is pro 
vided' with a multiplicity of perforations for.ven 
tilatingpurposesz- In Figs.- 18 and 19 suction 
cups 25 are secured within bosses H for; gripping 
the {diaphragm or. mask T to the scalp.‘ :In Fig. 20, 
the diaphragm is :in accordance with that shown 
in Fig. 13 but instead of having a fragmentary 
part of the head of; hair, has?xedly secured 
thereto an oldtype of toupee having the usual 
mesh M carrying hair¢HH covering-the‘ entire 

head. > _ .~. Forv purposes of speci?cation, rib_.’.l-9;,may..also 

be considered as a hollow bossxextending. up 
wardly from-the upper surface .of the. membrane 
or, diaphragm j T to constitute proiectingi means 
while the peripheral'lipni? may be 'said to ‘be: 

. biased or .linclined- relative._:to, thebodyof-ihe. 
diaphragm or membramel-I'v separated: from the‘ 
processed sheet :8 . on . cutting; .alongithe lower 
medial portion. or gvertext of the *ygshaped _ groove. 
IBVindentedin, sheets“; - ~ ~ " 

Various changesymay abermade in the steps-lief. 
themethod jherein disclosedandin the. details. 
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resilient arjcuatejmembrane conforming in shape 
to said area and complementary to said head of 
hair,» hollow boss means projecting from the 
upper surface of said membrane, hair secured 
to said membrane‘and-extending from said upper 
surface, and strip. means .secured to-the inner 
upperwall of said boss means and carryinga 
lower adhesive coating for. removably gripping 
said bald area. , ‘ - i 

.3. A toupee for covering the bald areaonly of 
a head of hair, comprising; a'relatively.~thin¢but 
resilient arcuate membrane conforming in :shape 
to said area and complementary tosaidheadof 
hair, hollow and- spaced boss means projecting 
from theupper surface of said membrane, hair 
,secured to said membrane andextendingfrom 
saidupper surface, and a strip ,secureduwithin 
the ,inner wall of reach of said bossmeanszand 
carrying a lower ‘adhesive. coating. for. :removably 

grippingsaid baldareap ~ I; -. . 4.v A toupee for, covering fthebald area on1y;o'_f 

a. head ; of hair, comprising; "a relatively; thin: but 
resilient arcuate membrane conformingimshape' 
to1 said area ‘and complementary" to. saidaheado'f 
hair. and :having a. peripheral. sloping lip, hollow 
boss means projecting from the upper. surface 
of said membrane, hair secured‘ to saidmembrane 
and. extending from said upper surface, and ad 
hesive; strip meanswwithin said. boss means for 
removably gripping saidbald'area. - » . . . . 1 > : 

5. A toupee for covering the. bald area onlyof 
ahead of hair,,.co_mprising; a relativelythin but 
resilient arcuate membrane conforming in shape 
to said area and complementary to said headof; 
hair, hollow boss means projecting fromtheup 
per surface of said membraneuhollowrib means 
extending from said surface, hair secured-tosaid 
membrane and extend-ingivfrom said-upper sur 
face, and adhesive means secured within said 
boss means and rib means for removably grip-1 

pinevsaid bald area _ . . - 46. As anew article of manufacture, amasl; ‘(for 

covering the bald area only of aheadof hair, 
comprising; a relatively thin but resilient arcuate 
membrane conforming in shape to' said areaand 
complementary to said head, of hair, hollow’ boss 
means projecting‘upwardly from said membrane, 
adhesiveistrip' means‘ secured within "said jboss 
means for removably gripping said‘ area. ‘v _ ' " 

7. The'herein described method‘ of making a 
toupeewhich comprises ;-~forming a'relative'ly rigid 
and-thin resilient membrane conforming to the 
shape and area of the bald zone only ‘of-a- head 

; of‘ hair; interrupted by said bald »zone,'és'ecuri-ng 
hair .to' said membrane to extend from ‘the upper 
surface thereof, and applying adhesive stripsv on 
the under surface of said membrane. I: 
‘,8. The herein described method of making a‘ 
toupee which comprises; forming almembrane 
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conforming to the shape and area of said bald 
zone only of a head of hair interrupted by said 
bald zone and concomitantly forming spaced 
hollow bosses projecting upwardly from said 
membrane and a peripheral lip, securing hair to . 
said membrane to extend from the upper surface 
thereof, and securing adhesive strip means within 
said bosses. 

9.,The herein described method of making a 
toupee, which comprises; outlining the bald area 
interrupting a head of hair, applying adhesive 
strip means to parts of said area, forming a 
negative of said head and concomitantly impress 
ing said outline on the insidesurface of said ' 
negative and simultaneously interrupting said 
surface with recess means complementary to said 
strip means, casting a positive of said negative 
and concomitantly impressing said outline there 
on and simultaneously forming projecting means 
within said outline and complementary to said 
recess-means, interposing a preheated sheet of 
plastic material between said positive and nega 
tive, applying pressure to said positive and nega 
tive to impress said outline and to conform said 
sheet to the external contour of said positive and 
provide hollow boss means thereon complemen 
tary to said projecting means, removing said 
sheet from said positive and negative, severing 
from said sheet the outline of said bald area to 
form an arcuate membrane, applying hair to said 
membrane to cover the upper surface thereof, 
and securing adhesive strip means in said hollow 
boss means. 

10. The herein described method of making a 
toupee, which comprises; outlining the bald area 
interrupting a head of hair, applying adhesive 
strip means to parts of said area, forming a nega 
tive of said head and concomitantly impressing 
said outline on the inside surface of said negative 
and simultaneously interrupting said surface with 
recess means complementary to said strip means, 
casting a positive of said negative and concomi 
tantly impressing said outline thereon and simul 
taneously forming projecting means within said 
outline and complementary to said recess means, 
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indenting said positive to provide a downwardly 
converging groove, interposing a preheated sheet 
of plastic material between said positive and 
negative, applying pressure to said positive and 
negative to impress said groove in andconform 
said sheet to the external contour of said positive 
and provide upwardly extending hollow boss 
means thereon complementary to said projecting 
means, removing said sheet from said positive 
and negative, cutting said sheet along the medial 
portion of said groove impressed therein to ‘form 
an arcuate membrane, applying hair to said mem 
brane to cover the upper surface thereof, and 
securing adhesive strip means in said hollow boss 
means. ’ r 

11. As a new article of manufacture, a mask 
adapted to substantially cover the bald area only 
of a head of hair, comprising a relatively thin 
but resilient arcuate membrane conforming in 
shape to said area and having a peripheral mar 
gin conforming to the peripheral edges of the 
hair line bounding said bald area, said mask in 
cluding recess means, and adhesive means se 
cured to the upper wall of said recess means and 
having a lower coating for remoyably gripping 
said area. 

12. The article according to claim 11 further 
characterized in that portions of said peripheral 
margin diverge downwardly and outwardly rela 
tive to the body of said mask to constitute a 

' beveled face. 
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13. The article according to claim 4 wherein 
longitudinally arranged rib means interrupt said 
membrane adjacent a portion of said peripheral 
lip. , 
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